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" I take it from you, then, sir/' he said, " that these two
directors represent the general attitude of the Board, and
that the Board were content to allow a suspected person
to remain manager. The gentleman on your extreme left
—Mr. Forsyte, I think—spoke of an accidental incident.
But for that, apparently, we should still be in the hands of
an unscrupulous individual. The symptoms in this case
are very disquieting. There appears to have been gross
over-confidence ; a recent instance of the sort must be in
all our minds. The policy of assuring foreign business was
evidently initiated by the manager for his own ends. We
have made a severe loss by it. And the question for us
shareholders would seem to be whether a Board who placed
confidence in such a person, and continued it after their
suspicions were aroused, are the right people to direct this
important concern."
Throughout this speech Michael had grown very hot.
6 " Old Forsyte " was right,5 he thought; c they're on their
uppers after all.'
There was a sudden creak from his neighbour on the
left.
" Mr. Tolby," said the Chairman.
" It's a seerious matter, this, gentlemen. I propose that
the Board withdraw, an' leave us to discuss it."
" I second that," said Michael's neighbour on the right.
Searching the vista of the Board, Michael saw recognition
gleam for a second in the lonely face at the end, and grinned
a greeting.
The Chairman was speaking.
" If that is your wish, gentlemen, we shall be happy to
comply with it. Will those who favour the motion hold
up their hands ? "
All hands were held up, with the exception of Michael's,
of two women whose eager colloquy had not permitted them

